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Common Olive - Indoor Bonsai 

Olea europea

The most typical cultural tree of southern Europe / Cold house Bonsai

Worth Knowing: The evergreen Common Olive is the most typical cultural tree of southern Europe and can reach an almost 
biblical age of some hundred years, during which the significant trunk becomes even more gnarly. The blue-green coloured 
and oval-shaped, longish leaves have a white-grey colouring on the bottom side and create the silvery shimmer of the tree. 

Natural Location: The Olea europea has been cultivated in the Mediterranean region since the 4th millennium B.C. 

Cultivation: Seed propagation indoors is possible throughout the year. To increase the germinability, you can slightly 
roughen the hard seed with a soft file or a piece of sandpaper and place it for about 24 hours in warm water for priming. 
Then, plant the seeds about 0,5 cm deep into moist potting compost, put some compost earth on top and cover the seed 
container with clear film to prevent the earth from drying out. Don’t forget to make some holes in the clear film and take 
it every second or third day completely off for about 2 hours. That way you avoid mold formation on your potting compost. 
Place the seed container somewhere bright and warm with a temperature between 25°C and 30°C (for instance near a 
heater) and keep the earth moist, but not wet. It usually takes four to twelve weeks until germination. 

Place: Keep your bonsai plant in a sunny place and during summer even on the balcony or porch. 

Care: See that the earth is always moist. Waterlogging can damage the roots, but if it is too dry, the plant will cast the 
leaves. You should provide fluid fertilizer for bonsai plants every two weeks, except during hibernation between October 
and April. The Common Olive is with its small leaves and the bizarre stem with the cracked bark an attractive sight, whether 
as a small or a big bonsai plant. Since it sprouts rather good from the old wood, it can easily be cut to the desired form. To 
avoid weakenin  
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